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A new analytical model for the surface electric ﬁeld distribution and breakdown voltage of the silicon on insulator
(SOI) trench lateral double-diﬀused metal-oxide-semiconductor (LDMOS) is presented. Based on the two-dimensional
Laplace solution and Poisson solution, the model considers the inﬂuence of structure parameters such as the doping
concentration of the drift region, and the depth and width of the trench on the surface electric ﬁeld. Further, a simple
analytical expression of the breakdown voltage is obtained, which oﬀers an eﬀective way to gain an optimal high voltage.
All the analytical results are in good agreement with the simulation results.
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1. Introduction
Lateral double-diﬀused metal-oxide-semiconductor
(LDMOS) transistors have been widely used as integrated high-voltage switches and drivers in mixedsignal integrated circuits. An oxide trench is incorporated into the drift region. Firstly, the oxide
trench can increase the electric-ﬁeld strength along
the x direction, which is similar to enhanced dielectric
layer ﬁeld technology.[1−6] Secondly, the drift region
is folded in the y direction, resulting in multipledirectional depletion. These ﬁndings result in an
enhanced breakdown voltage (BV) as well as a shortened drift length and cell pitch. Much research shows
that high breakdown voltage is maintained, while the
speciﬁc on-resistance (Ron ) is reduced,[7−14] but all of
these studies are based on numerical results. So far,
there has been no analytical model for the silicon on
insulator (SOI) trench LDMOS.
The purpose of this paper is mainly to develop a
two-dimensional (2D) analytical model of the surface
electric ﬁeld and potential distribution, based on the
Laplace solution and Poisson solution, to explore the
physical mechanism of the SOI trench LDMOS. The

dependence of the surface electric ﬁeld on the depth
and width of the oxide trench is discussed in detail,
which indicates the validity of the model. Useful design curves of the breakdown voltage are obtained,
indicating the dependence of the breakdown voltage
on the width of the trench and the maximum electric
ﬁeld in the trench area. Numerical simulations are
shown to support the analytical model.

2. Analytical model
The cross section of the SOI trench LDMOS is
shown in Fig. 1, where WT (DT ) is the width (depth)
of the oxide trench, which is placed between the source
and drain. tS and ND are the thickness and doping
concentration of the SOI layer, respectively, tox is the
thickness of the buried oxide layer (BOX), εox is the
relative dielectric constant of the BOX and the oxide
trench, while εs is the relative dielectric constant of
the drift region. The x and y directions are plotted in
Fig. 1. When the device is biased in the oﬀ-state and
the drift region is fully depleted, the potential function φ1 (x, y) of the trench area must satisfy the 2D
Laplace equation and the potential function φ2 (x, y)
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of the SOI layer must satisfy the 2D Poisson equation,
i,e.,
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the cross section of the SOI
trench LDMOS.

The boundary conditions for φi (x, y) (i = 1, 2)
are given as
∂φ1 (x, y)
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In Eq. (3), it is assumed that the vertical electric
ﬁeld at the semiconductor surface may be minimized.
Equation (4) is the continuity of the electric ﬂux density across the Si/SiO2 boundary. Equations (5) and
(6) are the continuity equations of the potential and
electric ﬁeld along the boundary between 1 and 2,
respectively. Equation (7) is the voltage condition
imposed on the device.[15−18] The potential function
φi (x, y) can be approximated by the two-order Taylor
expansion formula as follows:
∂φ1 (x, 0)
∂ 2 φ1 (x, 0) y 2
y+
, (8)
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Substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eqs. (1) and (2) under boundary conditions (3)–(6), we obtain a general
diﬀerential equation for the surface potential distribution function

where T is the characteristic length of the device, and
γ denotes the trench factor. The surface potential
φ1 (x, 0) and the electric ﬁeld E1 (x, 0) can be obtained
by solving Eq. (10) under the boundary conditions (7)
as follows:
[
]
qγND T 2
qγND T 2 sinh(x/T )
φ1 (x, 0) =
+ Vd −
εs
εs
sinh(WT /T )
2
qγND T sinh[(WT − x)/T ]
−
,
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0 ≤ x ≤ WT ,
(13)
[
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E1 (x, 0) = Vd −
εs
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+
,
εs
T sinh(WT /T )
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(14)
where Vd is the applied voltage. It is worth noting
√
0.5t2s + tox ts εs /εox and
that when DT = 0, T =
γ = 1. Equations (13) and (14) can be applied to
single reduced-surface-ﬁeld (RESURF) SOI LDMOS
without any modiﬁcation.

3. Results and discussion
In order to verify the proposed model, 2D device
simulation is performed using the MEDICI simulation
tool. Figure 2(a) shows the analytical and numerical results of the surface electric ﬁeld distributions for
SOI trench LDMOS and single RESURF SOI LDMOS
with the same cell pitch. A fair accordance between
the analytical and numerical results may generally be
found. The surface electric ﬁeld of the SOI trench
LDMOS is enhanced compared with that of the single RESURF LDMOS due to the lower permittivity
of the oxide trench than that of the Si region. The
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Fig. 3. (a) The analytical and numerical results of the
surface electric ﬁeld distribution of the SOI trench LDMOS for diﬀerent values of WT . (b) The dependences of
the BV on the optimal drift doping ND for diﬀerent values
of WT . (ts = 7.5 µm, tox = 1.5 µm, DT = 6 µm.)
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sulting in the decrease in the critical electric ﬁeld in
the Si region. Therefore, the maximal electric ﬁeld in
the oxide region decreases.
Surface electric field/105 VScm-1

average surface electric ﬁeld increases from 3.5 × 105
to 9.5 × 105 V/cm, resulting in a large increase in
breakdown voltage. It can also be found in Fig. 2(a)
that the breakdown voltage increases with DT because
the length of the folded drift region in the SOI layer
increases. Figure 2(b) presents the numerical results
of the relationship between the BV and drift region
concentration under diﬀerent values of DT . Optimal
drift doping increases as DT increases, resulting in an
increase in the critical electric ﬁeld in the Si region.
Thus, the maximal electric ﬁeld in the trench area increases, resulting in an improved BV.

It can be seen in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) that both
the analytical and numerical results indicate that the
surface electric ﬁeld in the oxide trench is a rectangular distribution. This can be illustrated by the following expressions. Assume that the maximal electric ﬁeld in the oxide trench is EImax , then the optimal surface electric ﬁeld distribution will be obtained
when E1 (0, 0) = E1 (WT , 0) = EImax . In most cases,
DT > WT , tanh(0.5WT /T ) ≈ 0.5WT /T , then

9

DT/mm
Fig. 2. (a) The analytical and numerical results of the
surface electric ﬁeld distribution of the SOI trench LDMOS and the single RESURF SOI LDMOS with the same
cell pitch for diﬀerent values of DT and BV. (b) The dependences of simulated BV on optimal drift doping ND
for diﬀerent values of DT . (ts = 7.5 µm, tox = 1.5 µm,
WT = 3 µm.)

Figure 3(a) shows the inﬂuence of WT on the
surface electric ﬁeld distribution. The analytical results are also in agreement with the numerical results.
The maximal BV increases with WT because both
the length of the drift region and the oxide trench
increase. The average surface electric ﬁeld nevertheless decreases with WT , as seen in Fig. 3(a), and the
optimal drift doping decreases as seen in Fig. 3(b), re-

2γT 2
EImax εs
ND =
,
WT
q

(15)

and the breakdown voltage is
BV = 2qND γT 2 /εs .

(16)

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (16), then the breakdown voltage of the SOI trench LDMOS is expressed
as
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Equation (17) indicates that the surface electric
ﬁeld can be considered as a rectangular distribution,
which accords well with the simulation results. It also
indicates clearly that if the EImax in the oxide region increases, then the cell-pitch can decrease while
maintaining the same BV. To obtain the minimal cellpitch, the EImax will be as high as possible. The
EImax in the oxide trench area can be expressed as
EImax = εs Es /εox according to Gaussian law if the
interface charge between the Si drift region and the
oxide trench is neglected, where Es is the critical electric ﬁeld in the Si drift region. Thus, the maximal
BV of the SOI trench LDMOS is BV = εs Es WT /εox .
Figure 4 shows the breakdown voltage and speciﬁc onresistance as a function of the trench depth. Both BV
and Ron increase with the increase in DT because the
length of the drift region increases. But no matter
how deep the trench is, the BV is always lower than
315 V, which is the maximal theoretical breakdown
voltage. The maximal simulation BV is 311 V, which
is very close to the maximal analytical BV. This veriﬁes the validity of the model. Figure 4 also reveals
the optimal DT value DT,op for the 300 V SOI trench
LDMOS. DT is chosen as DT,op when minimal Ron is
obtained and the BV stops increasing.
theoretical maximum BV: 3EsWT=315 V
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